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- Over 20 years of experience manufacturing premium quality medical carts, narcotic cabinets, mobile workstations and accessories.
- Products in use today in hospitals and medical facilities coast-to-coast and around the world.
- Proven and time tested, over 200,000 currently in use.

Great New Products

- Our new Select Line offers the very best and most user friendly carts  PAGE 14
- The new Med Lock Box mounts easily to cart or wall and makes security a breeze  PAGE 5
- We now offer a wide variety of wire and stainless products  PAGE 43-46
- When budgets are tight nothing beats our Best Value Carts  PAGE 8

STANDARD SERIES AND SELECT SERIES CARTS:

Available in 14 STANDARD COLORS
Solid or Two Tone

- B Beige
- SB Slate Blue
- R Red
- DB Dark Blue
- Y Yellow
- CR Cranberry
- BG Blue Grey
- HG Hunter Green
- T Teal
- L Lavender
- M Mauve
- SFG Sea Foam Green
- CCB Crash Cart Blue
- TP Taupe

NEW PRODUCTS
Maximum Security Storage Cabinets
with Audit Trail for Controlled Drugs and High Cost Medications/Supplies

These units feature:
- Heavy steel construction
- Double wall door
- High-Security 1/2” Deadlatch Electronic Lock with 9V battery self-contained system

- High-Security Key Lock Override (key cannot be duplicated)
- 250+ possible entry codes
- Full Audit-Trail Capability
- White Smart Key

MHS-100 Small High-Security Cabinet
3 Fixed Shelves
High-Security Key Lock Override w/2 keys
Audit Trail Ready
Shipping Weight 39lbs

MHS-200 Medium High-Security Cabinet
One Height Adjustable Tray Shelf w/2 dividers
One Fixed Shelf
Audit Trail Ready
Shipping Weight 68lbs

Cabinet Features
- Strong Double Wall Door
- High-Security 1/2” Deadlatch E-Lock 9V Self-Contained System
- that requires NO external wiring
- E-Lock uses a premium 9V Alkaline battery

MHS-440 Optional Power Jumper
Provides external power in the event of battery failure.
Requires a premium 9V Alkaline battery and valid user pin-code is required for access.

MHS-2-3 Optional Adjustable Tray Shelf w/2 adjustable dividers
For use with MHS-200 and MHS-300 units only

MHS 450 White Smart Key Probe
Allows valid user to change/delete entry codes
High-Security Narcotic Cabinets

Maximum Security Narcotic Cabinets with Audit Trail

**MHS-300** Large High-Security Cabinet
- Two Height Adjustable Tray Shelves w/2 dividers each
- One Fixed Shelf
- Audit Trail Ready
- Shipping Weight 100lbs

**MHS-200**
- 18"H x 10"D x 24"W

**MHS-100**
- 18"H x 4"D x 22"W

*MHS Series Electronic Locks Feature:*
- Instant Programming or software controlled programming
- Unlocks with code and/or optional Electronic Key Probe
- Single or Multiple users
- 1/2" Deadlatch
- Access control with Audit Trail
- Tamper Guard
- Battery Life is estimated at 2+ years
- Low Battery Indicator

**MHS 410** Optional Programming & Audit Retrieval Kit
- Easy-to-use Installation & Administration Guide
- User Guide
- Microsoft Windows compatible CD-ROM software
- One Programming & Audit Retrieval Key Probe
- Programming & Audit Trail Computer Interface

- Set up and administer access control allowing you to define which days and times of the week that users are allowed to have access
- Perform audits to find out who has accessed the locks and when
- Set up features such as multiple credentials and/or simultaneous entry (requiring two people to be present to access the lock)

*Narcotic requirements met only with use of Audit Trail Kit*
The Med Lock Box
The Med Lock Box is a convenient way to secure medications or personal patient items. It also can be an avenue to pre-fill medication for individual cases as in Anesthesia, Respiratory or other procedures. With the push-button lock there are no keys necessary.

Features:
- Stackable for easy refilling and transporting
- Med Lock Box allows maximum storage capacity, no wasted space
- Durable thick PVC construction
- Opaque to keep items out of view

TML -1
Lock Box
Push-button lock with key override
7”H x 14”D x 7 ½”W

TML-1B
Extra Tray
3”H x 10¼”D x 5½”W

TML-1S
Lock Box Shelf For cart or wall installation

Stackable for easy refilling

TML-SS
Optional Stacking Shelf
For use between each Med Lock Box for stacking or transporting.
Narcotic Storage Made Easy

- Strong metal construction
- Double locks on all cabinets
- Very cost effective
- Mount left or right side door hinge for flexibility
- Variety of popular sizes

A
TNC-1 Key Lock
Narcotic Cabinet
Double key lock
One adjustable shelf
18"W x 8"D x 15"H

B
TNC-2 Key Lock
Narcotic Cabinet
Double key lock
Two adjustable shelves
18"W x 8"D x 30"H

C
TNC-4 Small Key Lock
Narcotic Cabinet
Double key lock
8¾"W x 6"D x 7¾"H

D
TNC-6 Key Lock
Narcotic Cabinet
Double door
Single key lock on each door
Two adjustable shelves
18"W x 10"D x 30"H

E
TNC-5 Key Lock
Narcotic Cabinet
Double key lock
Three adjustable shelves
24"W x 10"D x 30"H
Super Saver Value Carts

A
MVP-424-B 4 Drawer Cart includes plastic top
Drawer config. 1-3"-2-6"-1-9"
24" DRAWER SPACE
Color: Beige only
34 1/2"H x 18"D x 18 1/2"W
Please note: Lock secures TOP DRAWER ONLY. All other drawers are non-locking.

B
MVP-324P-B 4 Drawer Cart includes plastic top
Drawer configuration 1-3"-2-6"-1-9" Panel
24" DRAWER SPACE
Color: Beige only
27"H x 18 1/2"D x 30"W
Please note: Lock secures TOP DRAWER ONLY. Bottom panel can be secured with a plastic seal or small padlock. 2-6" drawers are non-locking.

C
MVS-424-B 4 Drawer Cart includes plastic top
Drawer configuration 1-3"-2-6"-1-9"
24" DRAWER SPACE
Color: Beige only
27"H x 18 1/2"D x 30"W
Please note: Lock secures TOP DRAWER ONLY. All other drawers are non-locking.

D
BVS-5B 5 Drawer Small Key Lock Cart - includes plastic top
Drawer config. 3-2 3/4"-2-6"
Color: Beige only
29"H x 13 1/4"D x 24 1/2"W

E
BVS-3B 3 Drawer Small Key Lock Cart - includes plastic top
Drawer configuration 3-2 3/4"
Color: Beige only
29"H x 13 1/4"D x 24 1/2"W
BVC-524 5 Drawer Key Lock Cart - push handle included

5" casters - 2 fixed, 2 swivel locking
Drawer configuration 4-4 1/4" - 1 - 6" 
Available Colors: Beige, Dark Blue, Red
34 1/4" H x 18 3/4" D x 27" W
Shown with optional TPT-2 plastic top.

Also available in solid dark blue & red

All Value Carts are available in Solid Beige only unless otherwise noted.

TPC-8 Pill Crusher Includes 100 bags
TPC-9 Pill Crusher Replacement Bags 100 per pkg.

BVC-1 Tray
Only fits BVC-524 Cart Series

BVC-2 Tray
Only fits BVC-524 Cart Series

TRY-1 Tray
15 3/4" W x 6 1/2" D x 2" H

TRY-3 Tray
15 3/4" W x 6 1/2" D x 2" H

TRY-4 Expandable Tray
13 1/4" - 21 1/4" W x 16" D x 2 1/4" H
8 Compartments

TET-4 Expandable Tray
12" - 23" W x 18" D x 2 1/4" H
8 Compartments
The Select Series is our newest premium line of carts and accessories. Select Series Carts have dual pull out side shelves with ball bearing slides. Corner extrusions made of strong extruded aluminum and accessory mounting panels eliminate the need for holes in the sides and back of these carts. Other features include deluxe drawer pulls, each with a convenient area for a label and a large area at the top front for identifying the cart. Select Series Carts are available in Steel or E-Z Push Aluminum.

**Features**

- Dual Pull Out Side Shelves
- Versatile, strong and convenient
- Expanded work surfaces that are out of the way when not in use!

**6 Locking Options**

- **Key Lock**
  - Full cart
  - See page 13
- **Push-Button**
  - with key override
  - See page 13
- **Breakaway**
  - Full cart or Individual drawers
  - See page 11
- **Key Lock Bars**
  - Individual drawers
  - See page 11
- **Electronic**
  - with key override
  - See page 13
- **Prox Reader**
  - with key override
  - See page 13

Look for the Select Series logo throughout the catalog. These products are designed to fit any cart in this line.
Emergency Carts

Simply the best and most versatile Emergency Carts available.

SBT-630A-R
Aluminum 6 Drawer
Select Series
Emergency Cart
Shown with
optional accessories

SBT-630A-R
Aluminum 6 Drawer
Select Series
Emergency Cart
Shown with
optional accessories

NEW

Select Series
Emergency

SEELECT SERIES EMERGENCY

See Select Series
Accessories on page 47

SDS-1 Deep Shelving Unit

TOS-15 Outlet Strip

TSU-1 Suction Unit Holder

SDX-2 Twin Shelving Unit
1 Deep Shelf, 1 Narrow Shelf

STR-1 Trellis

TGB-3 Triple
Glove Box Holders

SFT-3 Adjustable Storage Trays

SCB-1 Cardiac Board

TET-6 Trays

SSB-1 Sharps Bracket

Optional individual
drawer breakaway
locks available.

Full cart lock bar
standard.
Steel or E-Z Push Aluminum

All Select Series Carts are available in solid color or two-tone and drawer front colors may be mixed or matched.

A SBT-627A-R Aluminum 6 Drawer Select Series Cart
One 27” breakaway lock bar
Drawer configuration 4-3”1-6”1-9”
44”H x 25”D x 32”W

B SBT-630A-R Aluminum 6 Drawer Select Series Cart
One 30” breakaway lock bar
Drawer configuration 3-3”2-6”1-9”
47 1/4”H x 25”D x 32”W

C SBT-524A-SB Aluminum 5 Drawer Select Series Cart
One 24” breakaway lock bar
Drawer configuration 3-3”1-6”1-9”
40 5/8”H x 25”D x 32”W

D SBS-9BA-CUS Aluminum 9 Drawer Select Series Cart
All drawers have individual breakaway lock bars
Custom color, choose from 14 colors
Drawer configuration 8-3”1-6”
47 1/4”H x 25”D x 32”W

E SBS-930A-B Aluminum 9 Drawer Select Series Cart
One 30” breakaway lock bar
Drawer Configuration 8-3”1-6”
47 1/4”H x 25”D x 32”W

Other custom drawer configurations available.

Don’t worry, we make new ones every day!
SEP-A Select Elite PACKAGE
Includes:
- TIV-1 IV Pole
- SDS-1 Deep Single Shelving Unit
- TMH-2 Full Drawer Tray w/Dividers
- TMT-3Kx2 4-3” Trays, 8 Long Dividers and 16 Short Dividers
- TMT-5K 2-5” Trays, 2 Long and 4 Short Dividers
- TSU-1 Suction Unit Holder
- TOB-1 Oxygen Tank Brackets
- TOS-15 Outlet Strip
- SCB-1 Cardiac Board
- TPS-1 Plastic Seals 100/ per Pkg

SEP-B Select Emergency PACKAGE
Includes:
- TIV-1 IV Pole
- TSR-1 Tubular Railing
- TOB-1 Oxygen Tank Brackets
- SCB-1 Cardiac Board
- TMT-3Kx2 4-3” Trays 8 Long Dividers, 16 Short Dividers
- TMT-5K 2-5” TMT -5 Trays 2 Long Dividers and 4 Short Dividers
- TPS-1 Plastic Seals 100/ per Pkg

SEP-C Select Value Emergency PACKAGE
Includes:
- TIV-1 IV Pole
- SCB-1 Cardiac Board
- TOB-1 Oxygen Tank Brackets
- TPS-1 Plastic Seals 100/ per Pkg

Shown with SBT-630A-R Select Series Cart, CART NOT INCLUDED IN PACKAGE

Shown with SBT-627A-TP Select Cart CART NOT INCLUDED IN PACKAGE

Shown with SBT-524A-SB Select Series Cart, CART NOT INCLUDED IN PACKAGE
Locking Options for Select Series Anesthesia Carts

A Push-Button Lock with key override
- See page 16

B Key Lock
- See page 15

C Proximity Reader with key override
- See page 18

D Electronic Lock with key override
- See page 17

A SIT-630A-DB Aluminum
- 6 Drawer Push-Button Lock Cart shown with optional accessories
  - Drawer configuration: 3-3"2-6"1-9"
  - 30" DRAWER SPACE
  - 47 1/4"H x 25"D x 32"W
  - Accessories shown:
    - SNS-1 See page 47
    - TWC-3 See page 48
    - STB-5 See page 54
    - SHB-1 See page 54

B SKT-630A-DB Aluminum
- 6 Drawer Key Lock Cart shown with optional accessories
  - Drawer configuration: 3-3"2-6"1-9"
  - 30" DRAWER SPACE
  - 47 1/4"H x 25"D x 32"W
  - Accessories shown:
    - STR-1 See page 47
    - TWC-2 See page 48
    - TWB-13 See page 54
    - STB-4 See page 54
    - STB-5 See page 54

C SXT-630-B Aluminum
- 6 Drawer Proximity Reader Lock Cart
  - Drawer Configuration: 3-3"2-6"1-9"
  - 30" DRAWER SPACE
  - 47 1/4"H x 25"D x 32"W

D SET-630A-TP Aluminum
- 6 Drawer Electronic Lock Cart
  - Drawer configuration: 3-3"2-6"1-9"
  - 30" DRAWER SPACE
  - 47 1/4"H x 25"D x 32"W
SAP-A Select Ultimate Anesthesia PACKAGE

Includes:
- STR-1 Trellis
- STB-5 Tilt 5-Bin Unit
- STB-4 Tilt 4-Bin Unit
- TSR-1 Tubular Rail
- TTD-2 Tape Dispenser
- TWB-12 Wire Basket
- TWC-2 Waste Container w/Touch Top
- TMH-1 Full Drawer Tray w/Dividers and Ampule Holders
- TMT-3Kx2 4-3" Trays, 8 Long and 16 Short Dividers
- TMT-5K 2-5" Trays, 2 Long and 4 Short Dividers

*Quantity is one each except where noted.

Individual accessories shown on pgs. 47-55

SAP-B Select Anesthesia PACKAGE

Includes:
- SNS-1 Narrow Single Shelving Unit
- SHB-1 Hanging Bar
- STB-5 Tilt 5-Bin Unit
- TGB-1 Glove Box Holder (single)
- SSB-1 Sharps Bracket (red Sharps container not included)
- TWC-3 Waste Container (no top)

Shown with SES-627A-B Select Series Cart
CART NOT INCLUDED IN PACKAGE

SAP-C Select Value Anesthesia PACKAGE

Includes:
- TGB-1 Glove Box Holder (single)
- TWC-3 Waste Container (no top)
- TMT-3Kx2 4-3" Trays, 8 Long and 16 Short Dividers
- TMT-5K 2-5" Trays, 2 Long and 4 Short Dividers

Shown with SKT-524A-SB Select Series Cart,
CART NOT INCLUDED IN PACKAGE
Steel or E-Z Push Aluminum

Three Cart Sizes Available – Customize Drawer Configurations to Meet Your Specific Needs

A

SKT-630A-DB Aluminum
6 Drawer Key Lock Select Series
Mobile Workstation
Drawer configuration 3-3"2-6"1-9"
30" DRAWER SPACE
47 1/4"H x 25"D x 32"W

B

SKS-627A-B Aluminum
6 Drawer Key Lock Select Series
Mobile Workstation
Drawer configuration 4-3"1-6"1-9"
27" DRAWER SPACE
44"H x 25"D x 32"W

C

SKT-524A-SB Aluminum
5 Drawer Key Lock Select Series
Mobile Workstation
Drawer configuration 3-3"1-6"1-9"
24" DRAWER SPACE
40 5/8"H x 25"D x 32"W
**Push-Button Locking**

Easy and convenient mechanical push-button locking with key lock override. Simply enter combination, turn knob one quarter turn and your cart is open, one quarter turn back and your cart is locked. Best of all…NO batteries.

---

**A**

**SIT-524A-SFG** Aluminum 5 Drawer Push-Button Lock Cart with key override
- Drawer configuration: 3-3", 1-6", 1-9"
- 24" DRAWER SPACE
- 407/8"H x 25"D x 32"W

**B**

**SIS-630A-DB** Aluminum 6 Drawer Push-Button Lock Cart with key override
- Drawer configuration: 3-3"2-6"1-9"
- 30" DRAWER SPACE
- 471/4"H x 25"D x 32"W

**C**

**SIS-627A-B** Aluminum 6 Drawer Push-Button Lock Cart with key override
- Drawer configuration: 4-3"1-6"1-9"
- 27" DRAWER SPACE
- 441/4"H x 25"D x 32"W
Electronic Locking

E-Z Open • Auto Lock • Key Override

New user friendly electronic lock
- Multicode capacity
- Battery operated, no recharging needed
- Dual code programming capability
- Tamper indicator
- Low battery indicator
- Auto lock capability– flexible to fit your needs
- Key override

Available in Steel or E-Z Push Aluminum

A
SET-630A-TP Aluminum
6 Drawer Electronic Lock Cart
Drawer Configuration 3-3'2-6'1-9'
30" DRAWER SPACE
47"H x 25"D x 32"W

B
SES-627A-DB Aluminum
6 Drawer Electronic Lock Cart
Drawer Configuration 4-3'1-6'1-9'
27" DRAWER SPACE
44"H x 25"D x 32"W

C
SET-524A-SB Aluminum
5 Drawer Electronic Lock Cart
Drawer Configuration 3-3'1-6'1-9'
24" DRAWER SPACE
40½"H x 25"D x 32"W

14 STANDARD COLORS Solid or Two Tone

- B Beige
- SB Slate Blue
- R Red
- DB Dark Blue
- Y Yellow
- CR Cranberry
- BG Blue Grey
- HG Hunter Green
- T Teal
- L Lavender
- M Mauve
- SFG Sea Foam Green
- CCB Crash Cart Blue
- TP Taupe
Proximity Reader and Software Kit

Proximity Reader allows the user to swipe your card and simply unlock the cart. The system includes 2 Proximity Cards and the Proximity Card Reader with Key Override:

- 500 User Codes
- Auto Lock, 1-999 minutes
- Battery Operated, no recharging needed
- Dual Code Programming Capability
- Tamper Indicator
- Low Battery Indicator
- Key Override

TPR-PC Proximity Card 10 per package
TPR-BU Proximity Card Sticker to make non-compatible Prox Card functional 10 per package

TPR-SW Optional Software Proximity Kit
- Audit Trail
- Audit Trail Length, 1000 events
- Audit Lock, time of day
- Add, Edit and View Personnel
- Classify Security Levels of Personnel
- User Groups

SXT-630A-DB Aluminum 6 Drawer Proximity Reader Lock Cart
Drawer Configuration
3-3"2-6"1-9"
30" DRAWER SPACE
47 1/4"H x 25"D x 32"W

Different sizes available. See Select Series Prox Reader carts on pages 13, 19, 21.

The facility is responsible for installation of software. Please check with your IT Dept. before purchasing Software Kit.
Mini Carts offer the best solution to space limitations with a slimmer profile and compact 3" full swivel casters (2 locking). All Mini Carts are available in E-Z Push Aluminum or Steel construction with a range of drawer configurations. Custom drawer configuration can be done without charge. All Mini Carts have quiet ball bearing drawer slides offering a full extension drawer opening. Mini Carts come with a FREE plastic top and your choice of 14 colors.

**Locking Options for MINI Carts**  
**Space Savers When Space Matters**

A. **Key Lock**
B. **Push-Button Lock with key override**
C. **Electronic Lock**
D. **Proximity Reader**
E. **Breakaway Lock**

**New**

**MMC-524-SB** 5 Drawer Mini Cart with Key Lock
- Drawer Config: 3-3”1-6”1-9”
- 24” DRAWER SPACE
- 34”H x 18”D x 181/2”W

**MMP-524-L** 5 Drawer Mini Cart with Push-Button lock
- Drawer Configuration 3-3”1-6”1-9”
- 24” DRAWER SPACE
- 34”H x 18”D x 181/2”W

**MME-524-B** 5 Drawer Mini Cart with Electronic Lock
- Drawer Configuration 3-3”1-6”1-9”
- 24” DRAWER SPACE
- 34”H x 18”D x 181/2”W

**MMX-524-T** 5 Drawer Mini Cart with Proximity Reader
- Drawer Configuration 3-3”1-6”1-9”
- 24” DRAWER SPACE
- 34”H x 18”D x 181/2”W

**MCC-524-R** 5 Drawer Mini Emergency Cart with Breakaway Lock
- Drawer Configuration 3-3”1-6”1-9”
- 24” DRAWER SPACE
- 34”H x 18”D x 181/2”W
**MINI CART Accessory Packages**

*Space Saving Mini Carts are available in E-Z Push Aluminum or Steel construction*

---

**TME-PK Emergency Mini Cart PACKAGE**

Includes:
- TOB-1 Oxygen Tank Brackets
- TIV-1 IV Pole
- TRY-4 Expandable Tray
- TDV-5 Drawer Divider Kit
- TET-2 x2 Expandable Trays
- TET-1 Expandable Tray
- TCB-1 Cardiac Board with Brackets

**TMV-PK Value Mini Cart PACKAGE**

Includes:
- TWC-3 Waste Container
- TAB-1 Accessory Bar Bracket
- TDV-5 Drawer Divider Kit
- TET-2 x2 Expandable Trays
- TET-1 Expandable Tray
- TRY-4 Expandable Tray

*Shown with MMC-524-M Mini Cart CART NOT INCLUDED IN PACKAGE*

**TMA-PK Anesthesia Mini Cart PACKAGE**

Includes:
- TMR-1 Tubular Rail
- TRY-4 Expandable Tray
- TDV-5 Drawer Divider Kit
- TGB-1 Single Glove Box
- TSB-1 Sharps Bracket (container not included)
- TET-2 x2 Expandable Trays
- TET-1 Expandable Tray
- TIV-1 IV Pole

*Shown with MMP-524-DB Mini Cart CART AND SHARPS CONTAINER NOT INCLUDED IN PACKAGE*

---

**See additional Accessories on pages 47-55**

**TWB-8” Chart Holder Wire Basket**

16”x10”x3 1/2”

*Requires TAB-1 Accessory bar bracket*

**TTD-3 Tape Dispenser for cart/table top**

**TCS-2 Catheter Holder with 5 Dividers**

**TMH-11 Mini Cart Tray with 5 Dividers**

---

*New*
Locking Options for MINI TOWERS  

**E-Z Push Space Savers**

Mini Towers combine most of the space saving features of Mini Carts plus the advantage of large 5" premium casters (2 locking, 1 directional) to make pushing a breeze.

- **FREE** extra thick plastic top
- Quiet ball bearing drawer slides
- Range of heights & drawer configurations
- 14 standard colors
- N/C custom drawer configuration

Outrigger Stabilizing Frame and 5" All Swivel Casters (2 locking and 1 directional) included on all Mini Towers

**A Key Lock**

**B Push-Button Lock with key override**

**C Electronic Lock**

**D Proximity Reader**

**E Breakaway Lock**

---

**MAT-524-DB** 5 Drawer Mini Tower with Key Lock
- Drawer config. 3-3"1-6"1-9"
- 24" DRAWER SPACE
- 34¼"H x 24³/₄"D x 24½"W
- See Push-Button Carts pgs. 31-32

**MPT-630-TP** 6 Drawer Mini Tower with Push-Button Lock
- Drawer config. 3-3"2-6"1-9"
- 30" DRAWER SPACE
- 43¼"H x 24³/₄"D x 24½"W

**MLS-630-SB** 6 Drawer Mini Tower with Electronic Lock
- Drawer config. 3-3"2-6"1-9"
- 30" DRAWER SPACE
- 43¼"H x 24³/₄"D x 24½"W
- Cart shown includes optional TMR-1 Tubular railing (pg. 48)

**MOT-524-CCB** 5 Drawer Mini Tower with Proximity Reader
- Drawer config. 3-3"1-6"1-9"
- 24" DRAWER SPACE
- 37½"H x 24³/₄"D x 24½"W

**MCT-524-R** 5 Drawer Mini Tower with Breakaway Lock
- Drawer config. 3-3"1-6"1-9"
- 24" DRAWER SPACE
- 37½"H x 24³/₄"D x 24½"W
MINI TOWER Accessory Packages

All Mini Tower Carts are available in E-Z Push Aluminum or Steel construction

TTE-PK Emergency Mini Tower PACKAGE

Includes:
- TMR-1 Tubular Rail
- TIV-1 IV Pole
- TOB-1 Oxygen Tank Brackets
- TRY-1 x2 Trays
- TDV-5 Drawer Divider Kit
- TET-2 x2 Expandable Trays
- TET-1 Expandable Tray
- TCB-1 Cardiac Board with Brackets

TTV-PK Value Mini Cart PACKAGE

Includes:
- TWC-3 Waste Container (no top)
- TAB-1 Accessory Bar Bracket
- TRY-4 Expandable Tray
- TET-2 x2 Expandable Trays
- TET-1 Expandable Tray
- TDV-5 Drawer Divider Kit

TTA-PK Anesthesia Mini Tower PACKAGE

Includes:
- TSB-1 Sharps Bracket
- TBS-1M Basic Shelving Unit Mini
- TWC-3 Waste Container (no top)
- TAB-1 Accessory Bar Bracket
- TMH-10 Tray with 4 Dividers, 10 Ampule Holders
- TET-2 x2 Expandable Trays
- TET-1 Expandable Tray
- TRY-4 Expandable Tray
- TDV-5 x2 Drawer Divider Kit

See additional Accessories on pages 47-55
Standard Series Carts are full feature models that Healthcare professionals can use with confidence for years to come. All models are available in E-Z Push Aluminum or Steel construction with a wide range of heights, drawer configurations and colors as well as a FREE extra thick plastic top. Custom drawer configuration can be done without charge and all carts have double wall construction, twin poly push handles, premium 5” full swivel casters (2 locking, 1 directional), outrigger stabilizing frame and quiet ball bearing drawer slides offering a full extension drawer opening.

14 STANDARD COLORS
Solid or Two Tone

- **B** Beige
- **SB** Slate Blue
- **R** Red
- **DB** Dark Blue
- **Y** Yellow
- **CR** Cranberry
- **BG** Blue Grey
- **HG** Hunter Green
- **T** Teal
- **L** Lavender
- **M** Mauve
- **SFG** Sea Foam Green
- **CCB** Crash Cart Blue
- **TP** Taupe

**5 Locking Options**

- **Key Lock**
  - Full cart
  - See page 27
- **Breakaway**
  - Full cart or Individual drawers
  - See page 25
- **Push-Button**
  - with key override
  - See page 27
- **Electronic**
  - with key override
  - See page 27
- **Prox Reader**
  - with key override
  - See page 27

All Carts are LATEX FREE.
Plastic top ($80 value) included FREE with purchase of each cart.

**TDV-5** Divider Set
Spring tension keeps adjustable dividers in place

**TCB-1** Cardiac Board
with brackets (fits on back of cart)

**TDV-5** Divider Set
Spring tension keeps adjustable dividers in place

**TCB-1** Cardiac Board
with brackets (fits on back of cart)

**TWC-2** Touch Top 28 Quart
Waste Container

**TWC-2** Touch Top 28 Quart
Waste Container

**TMB-1** Sharps Bracket

**TMB-1** Sharps Bracket

**TDV-5** Divider Set
Spring tension keeps adjustable dividers in place

**TCB-1** Cardiac Board
with brackets (fits on back of cart)

**TWC-2** Touch Top 28 Quart
Waste Container

**TMB-1** Sharps Bracket

Ask about our wide variety of trays, dividers and organizers
See pages 49-52 for more selection.

**TOB-1** Oxygen Tank Brackets

**TGB-1** Glove Box Holder
Gloves not included

**TMT-3K** 3" Divisible Drug Tray
Includes 2 TMT-3 trays, 4 TMT-3L long dividers and 8 TMT-3S short dividers

**TMT-5K** 5" Divisible Drug Tray
Includes 2 TMT-5 trays, 2 TMT-5L long dividers and 4 TMT-5S short dividers

**TIV-1** IV Pole

**TSN-2** Side Shelf

**TRS-2** Railing

**MBT-630-R**
6 Drawer Emergency Cart
Shown with optional accessories

**Available in Steel or E-Z Push Aluminum**

**Outrigger Stabilizing Frame**
included on all Select, Standard and Space Saver Mini Tower Carts
Mini Crash Cart—perfect where space is limited

E-Z Push Aluminum or Steel—Cart Size and Style Options

A

**MBS-630-R**
6 Drawer Emergency Cart
Drawer config. 4-3”1-6”1-12”
30” DRAWER SPACE
46¼”H x 25”D x 32”W

B

**MBT-524-BG**
5 Drawer Emergency Cart
Drawer configuration 3-3”1-6”1-9”
24” DRAWER SPACE
39¼”H x 25”D x 32”W

C

**MBS-527P-R**
5 Drawer Emergency Cart with 9” panel
Drawer config. 4-3”1-6”1-9” panel
27” DRAWER SPACE
42¾”H x 25”D x 32”W

Shown with Emergency Package TEP-B on page 26:
**MBS-424P-R**
4 Drawer Emergency Cart with 9” panel
Drawer config. 3-3”1-6”1-9” panel
24” DRAWER SPACE
39¼”H x 25”D x 32”W

D

**MBT-424-M**
4 Drawer Emergency Cart
Drawer configuration: 2-3”1-6”1-12”
24” DRAWER SPACE
39¼”H x 25”D x 32”W
Shown with optional TMH-2 tray (page 49).

E

**MCC-524-SFG**
5 Drawer Mini Cart with Breakaway Lock
Drawer configuration 3-3”1-6”1-9”
24” DRAWER SPACE
34”H x 18”D x 18½”W

F

**MCT-630-R**
6 Drawer Mini Tower with Breakaway Lock
Custom drawer configuration 3-3”2-6”1-9”
30” DRAWER SPACE
43¾”H x 24¾”D x 24½”W

Shown on page 21:
**MCT-524**
5 Drawer Mini Tower with Breakaway Lock.
STANDARD SERIES
Emergency Accessory Packages

TEP-A Elite Emergency PACKAGE
Shown with MBS-630-R Emergency Cart
CART NOT INCLUDED IN PACKAGE

Includes:
- TIV-1 IV-Pole
- TCB-1 Cardiac Board
- TSN-2 Side Shelf
- TDT-1/TDV-10 Tray w/Lid and Dividers
- TSU-1 Suction Unit Holder
- TDS-1 Defib Swivel Shelf
- TUH-1 Utility Hooks
- TMT-3Kx2 4-3” Trays, 8 Long and 16 Short Dividers
- TMT-5K 2-5” Trays, 2 Long and 4 Short Dividers
- TPS-1 Plastic Seals (100/pkg)
- TLH-3 Label Holders (12/pkg)
- TOB-1 Oxygen Tank Brackets
- TOS-6 Electric Outlet Strip

TEP-B Emergency PACKAGE
Shown with MBS-424P-R Emergency Cart
CART NOT INCLUDED IN PACKAGE

Includes:
- TIV-1 IV-Pole
- TCB-1 Cardiac Board
- TSN-2 Side Shelf
- TRS-2 Heavy Duty Railing
- TOB-1 Oxygen Tank Brackets
- TMT-3Kx2 4-3” Trays, 8 Long Dividers, 16 Short Dividers
- TMT-5K 2-5” Trays, 2 Long and 4 Short Dividers
- TPS-1 Plastic Seals (100/pkg)

TEP-C Value Emergency PACKAGE
Includes:
- TIV-1 IV-Pole
- TCB-1 Cardiac Board
- TRS-2 Heavy Duty Railing
- TOB-1 Oxygen Tank Brackets
- TPS-1 Plastic Seals (100/pkg)

Shown with MBT-524-R Emergency Cart, CART NOT INCLUDED IN PACKAGE
New Plastic top ($80 value) included FREE with purchase of each cart.

**Three Cart Sizes Available**

**A. MKS-630-DB**
6 Drawer Mobile Key Lock Workstation shown with optional accessories
Drawer configuration: 3-3"2-6"1-9"
30" DRAWER SPACE
46⅛"H x 25"D x 32"W

**B. MIT-630-SFG**
6 Drawer Mobile Push-Button Lock Workstation
Drawer configuration: 3-3"2-6"1-9"
30" DRAWER SPACE
46⅛"H x 25"D x 32"W

**C. MXT-630-M**
6 Drawer Proximity Reader
Drawer configuration: 3-3"2-6"1-9"
30" DRAWER SPACE
46⅛"H x 25"D x 32"W

**D. MET-630-DB**
6 Drawer Mobile Electronic Lock Workstation
Drawer configuration: 3-3"2-6"1-9"
30" DRAWER SPACE
46⅛"H x 25"D x 32"W

See more Accessories on pages 46-55
## STANDARD SERIES
### Anesthesia Accessory Packages

**TAP-A Ultimate Anesthesia PACKAGE**
- Shown with MIT-630-DB Anesthesia Cart
- CART NOT INCLUDED IN PACKAGE
- Includes:
  - TTR-6 Trellis System
  - TTB-5x2 5-Tilt Bin Unit
  - TTD-2 Tape Dispenser
  - TRS-2 Heavy Duty Railing
  - TDO-1 Divided Organizer w/Lid
  - TCS-3 Catheter Holder
  - TAB-1x2 Accessory Bar Bracket
  - TMH-1 Tray w/Dividers and Ampule Holders
  - TUH-1 Utility Hooks
  - TMT-3Kx2 4-3" Trays, 8 Long and 16 Short Dividers
  - TMT-5K 2-5" Trays, 2 Long and 4 Short Dividers
  - TLH-3 Label Holders (12/pkg)
  - TWB-13 Wire Basket
  - TWC-3 Waste Container

**TAP-B Anesthesia PACKAGE**
- Includes:
  - TTR-6 Trellis System
  - TTB-5 Tilt 5-Bin Unit x 2
  - TRS-2 Heavy Duty Railing
  - TSN-2 Side Shelf
  - TWC-3 Waste Container
  - TAB-1 Accessory Bar Bracket

**TAP-C Value Anesthesia PACKAGE**
- Includes:
  - TRS-2 Heavy Duty Railing
  - TUH-1 Utility Hooks
  - TMT-3Kx2 4-3" Trays, 8 Long and 16 Short Dividers
  - TMT-5K 2-5" Trays, 2 Long and 4 Short Dividers

---

**STANDARD SERIES**

- Anesthesia Accessory Packages

---

**ANESTHESIA**
A

**MKS-630-DB** 6 Drawer Key Lock Mobile Workstation

Drawer Configuration 3-3"2-6"1-9"

30" DRAWER SPACE

46\(\frac{1}{4}\)"H x 25"D x 32"W

- **Plastic top ($80 value) included FREE with purchase of each cart.**

B

**MKT-627-DB** 6 Drawer Key Lock Mobile Workstation

Drawer Configuration 4-3"1-6"1-9"

27" DRAWER SPACE

42\(\frac{3}{4}\)"H x 25"D x 32"W

C

**WKT-630A-M** Aluminum Key Lock Wide Cart

Drawer Configuration 3-3"2-6"1-9"

30" DRAWER SPACE

46\(\frac{1}{4}\)"H x 25"D x 40\(\frac{1}{2}\)"W

Inside drawer dimensions on wide cart:

- 3"H x 16\(\frac{1}{2}\)"D x 29"W
- 6"H x 16\(\frac{1}{2}\)"D x 29"W
- 9"H x 16\(\frac{1}{2}\)"D x 29"W

- **Available in Steel or E-Z Push Aluminum**

- **Customize Drawer Configurations Available**

See more Accessories on pages 46-55

**TCG-1**

Caster Guard

Page 55
**MKS-524-B** 5 Drawer
Key Lock Mobile Workstation
Drawer Configuration 3-3"1-6"1-9"
24" DRAWER SPACE
39¼"H x 25"D x 32"W

**TDI-1** Disposable Cart Cover
50 per roll

**TDI-2** Disposable Cart Cover
120 per roll

**TTR-6** Trellis System
Requires TTR-6 Trellis System (below)

**TSS-3** Tilt Bins

**TCE-1K** Cart Extender with 4 Trays
Trays not included.

**TCE-1** Cart Extender
Trays not included.
**Push-Button Locking**

Easy and convenient mechanical push-button locking with key lock override. Simply enter combination, turn knob one quarter turn and your cart is open, one quarter turn back and your cart is locked. Best of all…..NO batteries.

---

**A**

**MPT-630-TP** 6 Drawer Mini Tower with Push-Button Lock

Drawer Configuration 3-3"2-6"1-9"  
30" DRAWER SPACE  
43¾"H x 24¾"D x 24½"W

---

**B**

**MPT-524-M** 5 Drawer Mini Tower with Push-Button Lock

Drawer Configuration 3-3"1-6"1-9"  
24" DRAWER SPACE  
39¾"H x 18"D x 18½"W

---

**C**

**MMIP-524-L** 5 Drawer Mini Cart with Push-Button Lock

Drawer Configuration 3-3"1-6"1-9"  
24" DRAWER SPACE  
34"H x 18"D x 18½"W

---

**D**

**MIT-627-DB** 6 Drawer Mobile Workstation with Push-Button Lock

Drawer Configuration 4-3"1-6"1-9"  
27" DRAWER SPACE  
42¾"H x 25"D x 32"W
Keyless Convenience —
Keyless Locking with Key Override

E
MIT-630-T 6 Drawer Mobile Workstation with Push-Button Lock
Drawer Configuration 3-3”2-6”1-9”
30” DRAWER SPACE
46¼”H x 25”D x 32”W

F
MIS-524-B 5 Drawer Mobile Workstation with Push-Button Lock
Drawer Configuration 3-3”1-6”1-9”
24” DRAWER SPACE
39¾”H x 25”D x 32”W

G
WIT-430A-SB 4 Drawer Aluminum Wide Cart with Push-Button Lock
Drawer Configuration 1-3”3-9”
30” DRAWER SPACE
46¼”H x 25”D x 40½”W

Also available in 6 Drawer version (not shown):
WIT-630A 6 Drawer Aluminum Wide Cart with Push-Button Lock
Drawer Configuration 3-3”2-6”1-9”
30” DRAWER SPACE
46¼”H x 25”D x 40½”W
Electronic Locking Carts

Electronic Lock with Key Override

New user friendly electronic lock

- Multicode capacity
- Battery operated, no recharging needed
- Dual code programming capability
- Tamper indicator
- Low battery indicator
- Auto lock – flexible to fit your needs
- Key override

A

MET-430-B 4 Drawer Mobile Workstation with electronic lock
Drawer configuration: 1-3"3-9"
30" DRAWER SPACE
46½"H x 25"D x 32"W

B

MET-630-DB 6 Drawer Mobile Workstation with electronic lock
Drawer configuration: 3-3"2-6"1-9"
30" DRAWER SPACE
46½"H x 25"D x 32"W

MES Series & MET Series

Solid Color and Two-Tone Electronic Locking Carts
(Custom drawer configuration available)

This style works well for medication and long-term care.
Proximity Reader allows the user to swipe your card and simply unlock the cart. The system includes 2 Proximity Cards and the Proximity Card Reader with Key Override:

- 500 User Codes
- Auto Lock, 1-999 minutes
- Battery Operated, no recharging needed
- Dual Code Programming Capability
- Tamper Indicator
- Low Battery Indicator
- Key Override

TPR-PC  Proximity Card  10 per package
TPR-BU  Proximity Card Sticker to make non-compatible Prox Card functional  10 per package

TPR-SW  Optional Software Proximity Kit
- Audit Trail
- Audit Trail Length, 1000 events
- Audit Lock, time of day
- Add, Edit and View Personnel
- Classify Security Levels of Personnel
- User Groups

The facility is responsible for installation of software. Please check with your IT Dept. before purchasing Software Kit.
Isolation Storage in a Variety of Sizes and Styles

All Carts are LATEX FREE.

A
MKS-430-Y 4 Drawer Isolation Cart
Drawer Configuration 1-3”3-9”
30” DRAWER SPACE
46 1/4”H x 25”D x 32”W

B
MKT-330-Y 3 Drawer Isolation Cart
Drawer Configuration 2-9”1-12”
30” DRAWER SPACE
46 1/4”H x 25”D x 32”W

C
MKS-430-Y 4 Drawer Isolation Cart with optional accessories
Drawer Configuration 1-3”3-9”
30” DRAWER SPACE
46 1/4”H x 25”D x 32”W

TGC-1 Glove Box Holder
Gloves not included. See page 48

TWC-2 Touch Top 28 Quart Waste Container. See page 48

CHA-40 Hamper
See page 55

Accessories shown:
TCR-1 Coat Rack
See page 53
TSR-2 Railing
See page 48
TUH-1 Utility Hooks
See page 48
Isolation

TWC-3 Waste Container
Needs TAB-1 Accessory Bar Bracket

TGB-3 Triple Glove Box Holders

Also available in solid color.

PROUDLY Made in the U.S.A.

Big Storage in Space Saver Sizes

D
MAT-430-Y 4 Drawer Mini Tower Isolation Cart
Drawer Configuration 1-3"3-9"
30" DRAWER SPACE
43⅞"H x 24⅞"D x 24½"W

E
MAT-324-Y 3 Drawer Mini Isolation Cart
Drawer Configuration 1-6"2-9"
24" DRAWER SPACE
37⅞"H x 24⅞"D x 24½"W

My cart holds lots of stuff.

MMC-324-Y 3 Drawer Mini Isolation Cart
Drawer Configuration 1-6"2-9"
24" DRAWER SPACE
34½"H x 18½"D x 18½"W
E-Z Push Aluminum

A

**WKT-430A-SB**  Aluminum Wide Cart, holds approx. 360 punch cards
Fits 12 optional TPC-1 Punch Card Racks that fit up to 25-30 punch cards per rack
Drawer configuration: 1-3"3-9"
30" DRAWER SPACE
46¾"H x 25½"D x 40½"W

B

**MKS-430-B**  4 Drawer Standard Cart shown with optional 3" drawer lock
Drawer configuration: 1-3"3-9"
30" DRAWER SPACE
46"H x 25½"D x 32"W

- Wide cart holds 4 rows (approx. 120 cards per drawer)
  Total cart capacity = approx. 360 cards
- Standard cart holds 3 rows (approx. 90 cards per drawer)
  Total cart capacity = approx. 270 cards

TPC-1  Punch Card Rack
Fits 25-30 punch cards per rack
Standard cart: fits 3 per 9" or 12" drawer
Wide cart: fits 4 per 9" or 12" drawer
Mini tower: fits 2 per 9" drawer
See page 55

TSC-1  Optional Side Cabinet, key lock with waste container
30"H x 7"D x 18"W  Fits on any wide or standard size cart

TND-1  Narcotic Drawer Cover
Fits on any 3", 6", 9", 12" standard cart drawer.  See page 53
MUS-330-BPKG  Includes Cassette, 20 Bins and 3" Lockable Drawer (MUS-330-B cart)
46¼"H x 25"D x 32"W

TCA-20  Cassette and 20 Patient Bins
TPB-1  Patient Bins, 20 per/pkg.
2¼"H x 11"D x 4"W

See more Accessories on pages 46-55
Maximize Your Storage

**Super Wide Cart - Aluminum**

**WIDE CART**

**STANDARD SERIES**

**A**

**WKT-430A-SB** 4 Drawer Aluminum Wide Cart with Key Lock, holds approx. 360 punch cards

Fits 12 optional TPC-1 Punch Card Racks that fit up to 25-30 punch cards per rack

Drawer configuration: 1-3’3”-9”

30” DRAWER SPACE

46½”H x 25½”D x 40½”W

**B**

**WIT-630A-M** 6 Drawer Aluminum Wide Cart with Push-Button Lock

Shown with optional accessories:

- TWC-2 Waste Container
- TTR-9 Trellis
- TTD-2 Tape Dispenser
- TTB-4 Tilt 4-Bin Unit
- TAB-1 Accessory Bar
- TWB-10 Wire Basket

Drawer configuration: 3-3”2-6”1-9”

30” DRAWER SPACE

46½”H x 25½”D x 40½”W

**C**

**WET-630A-CCB** 6 Drawer Aluminum Wide Cart with Electronic Lock

Drawer configuration: 3-3”2-6”1-9”

30” DRAWER SPACE

46½”H x 25½”D x 40½”W

**D**

**WIT-430A-SFG** 4 Drawer Aluminum Wide Cart with Push-Button lock

Drawer configuration: 1-3”3”2-6”1-9”

30” DRAWER SPACE

46½”H x 25½”D x 40½”W

Also available (not shown):

- **WXT-630A** 6 Drawer Aluminum Wide Cart with Proximity Reader
- **WXT-430A** 4 Drawer Aluminum Wide Cart with Proximity Reader

**TMH-10** Mini Cart Tray

3” high drawer tray with 4 dividers and 10 ampule holders

Two per drawer on a super-wide cart

**TMH-11** Mini Cart tray

3” high drawer tray with 5 dividers

Two per drawer on a super-wide cart

See page 49 for tray information and specifications.
Malignant Hyperthermia Cart PACKAGE

MMH-327-DB Malignant Hyperthermia Cart with a MMH-CP Hyperthermia Cart Package

**Malignant Hyperthermia Cart**

Convenient Storage for Malignant Hyperthermia Treatment

The Malignant Hyperthermia Cart helps with patient safety by providing a convenient way to store and transport refrigerated cold packs and saline solutions. The cart can store critical items needed in a Malignant Hyperthermia emergency.

**MMH-327-DB**

Malignant Hyperthermia Cart

Cart includes: 1.6 cubic feet Refrigerator/Freezer, 10 Cold Packs, Temperature Indicator, Hospital Grade Plug w/10’ Cord, Security Sealing System, Plastic Top

Drawer Configuration 1-3”1-6”

24” DRAWER SPACE

41”H x 20 3/8”D x 32”W

Cart package includes:

- TIV-1 IV Pole
- TMH-2 Full Drawer Tray w/Dividers
- TDV-5 Divider Set
- TOB-1 Oxygen Tank Brackets

Breakaway drawer lock
Breakaway door lock
Thermometer
Suture Storage Cart

MKT-627SC-DB 6 Drawer Suture Storage Cart
Drawer Configuration 4-3"1-6"1-9"
27" DRAWER SPACE
73¾"H x 25" D x 32"W

PACKAGE INCLUDES CART AND SUTURE CABINET

14 STANDARD COLORS
Solid or Two Tone
- B Beige
- SB Slate Blue
- R Red
- DB Dark Blue
- Y Yellow
- CR Cranberry
- BG Blue Grey
- HG Hunter Green
- T Teal
- L Lavender
- M Mauve
- SFG Sea Foam Green
- CCB Crash Cart Blue
- TP Taupe

Computer Carts

MAT-524C-SFG Mini Tower Computer Cart
Drawer Configuration 3-3"1-6"1-9"
24" DRAWER SPACE
37¼"H x 24¼"D x 24½"W

MKT-627C-DB Standard Computer Cart
Drawer Configuration 4-3"1-6"1-9"
27" DRAWER SPACE
42¾"H x 25"D x 37"W
**Scope Holders/Side Storage**

**TSH-4 Scope Holder**
Secure your scopes. Scope holder, can be mounted on a cart or on the wall. Holds up to 4 scopes.
48"H x 6"D x 16"W
Shown with MIT-630-T cart

**TSH-2 Scope Holder**
Same as TSH-4 except narrower. Two can fit on one side of the cart. Holds 2 scopes.
48"H x 6"D x 9"W

**TSC-1 Side Cabinet, key lock with waste container**
Shown with MKT-630-DB standard cart

**Scope Storage**
Protect your expensive scopes.
- Strong steel construction
- Full view door w/key lock

**TFT-24 Fluid/Storage Holder**
for use with 24" cart

**TFT-30 Fluid/Storage Holder**
for use with 30" cart
3 adjustable trays:
19 3/8"W x 4 1/2"D x 4"H

I always load up my cart for rough cases.
Stainless Steel Workhorses

A  MMS-3 Stainless Steel Utility Cart
32\(\frac{3}{8}\)"H x 16\(\frac{1}{4}\)"D x 27\(\frac{1}{2}\)"W
300lb capacity

B  MMS-4 Stainless Steel Utility Cart with guard rails
32\(\frac{3}{8}\)"H x 16\(\frac{1}{4}\)"D x 27\(\frac{1}{2}\)"W
300lb capacity

C  MMS-5 Equipment Stand
30\(\frac{1}{8}\)"H x 16\(\frac{3}{4}\)"D x 18\(\frac{3}{4}\)"W
300lb capacity

D  MMS-6 Equipment Stand with one drawer
30\(\frac{1}{8}\)"H x 16\(\frac{3}{4}\)"D x 18\(\frac{3}{4}\)"W
300lb capacity

E  MLC-1 Linen Cart with 4 shelves, 31" all swivel casters with nylon cart cover
46"H x 16"D x 27\(\frac{1}{2}\)"W
300lb capacity

Additional sizes available.
Please call customer service.

F  MMS-7 Heavy Duty Utility Cart
39\(\frac{3}{4}\)"H x 22\(\frac{3}{8}\)"D x 39\(\frac{1}{4}\)"W
500lb capacity
A  
**TUC-1** Plastic Utility Cart  
32½"H x 17½"D x 34¼"W

B  
**TUC-2** Large Plastic Utility Cart  
32½"H x 26"D x 40"W

C  
**WUC-2** 2 Shelf Wire Utility Cart  
44"H x 18"D x 36"W  
*Additional sizes available. Please call customer service.*

D  
**WUC-3** 3 Shelf Wire Utility Cart  
44"H x 18"D x 36"W  
*Additional sizes available. Please call customer service.*

E  
**CBC-233** Basket Cart  
39"H x 30"D x 19½"W  
50lb capacity  
- Chrome plated frame  
- 4" rubber ball bearing casters  
- Basket holders are epoxy coated  
*Baskets not included.*

**CBC-612** 6" and 12" baskets (as shown)

F  
**TUC-8** Plastic Utility Cart  
32½"H x 17¾"D x 34¾"W  
*Baskets ordered separately.*
Stationary and Mobile Wire Storage

- Most wire units can be ordered stationary or mobile
- Many different sizes available

Please call our customer service for additional information

A
WRS-730  Slanted Wire Shelving Unit with 30 bins
74"H x 18"D x 36"W

B
WRS-720S  7 Shelf Stationary Rack with 20 bins
74"H x 24"D x 36"W

C
MWC-1848-4M  4 Wire Mobile Cart
69"H x 18"D x 48"W

D
MWC-1848-5S  5 Shelf Stationary Rack
69"H x 18"D x 48"W

E
WBC-1848-4M  Wire Basket Mobile Cart
2 shelves, 3 baskets
69"H x 18"D x 48"W

F
WBC-1848-4S  Wire Basket Rack
2 shelves, 3 baskets
63"H x 18"D x 48"W

WMK-1  Mobile Kit
4-5"H x 1 1/4" Casters, 4 Donut Bumpers
PWS-1 Mobile Traveler, Tote Tray, Handle, 5 Caster Premium Base

PWS-1 shown with optional accessories

PWC-1S Small Waste Container with bracket
PEB-1S Equipment Basket with brackets
PSD-1B Small Key Locking SK2 TIF drawer with brackets
PTT-1 Tote Tray
PQS-5 5 Qt. Sharps Container with brackets

TR-6 Tub Rack
71"H x 27"D x 19"W
Tub size:
8½"H x 25½"D x 16"W

TR-3 Tub Rack
41"H x 27"D x 19"W
Tub size:
8½"H x 25½"D x 16"W

TR-7 Tub Rack
69"H x 21"D x 24"W
Tub size:
6"H x 21"D x 20"W

D E

MultiPurpose/Phlebotomy Work Station Traveler

Tub Rack
TR-6

TR-3

TR-7

MultiPurpose/Phlebotomy Work Station Traveler

Mobile IV Poles
TIV-5
4 Hook 5 Caster Heavy Duty Mobile IV Stand

TIV-7
4 Hook 6 Caster Mobile IV Stand
All of the accessories shown on this page are made to conveniently fit on our new Select Series Carts. They help you do your job more efficiently and help to save time and energy.

**Accessories for Select Series Carts**

**SCB-1**
Cardiac Board

**SSB-1**
Sharps Bracket
Container not included

**STR-1**
Trellis System

**STR-5**
Trellis System with hooks

**SHB-1**
Trellis Bar Only, no uprights

**SFT-3**
Adjustable Storage Trays

**SNS-1**
Narrow Single Shelf

**SNT-2**
Narrow Double Shelf

**SHB-1**
Narrow Single Shelf

**SDS-1**
Deep Single Shelf

**SDT-2**
Deep Twin Shelf

**SDX-2**
Double Shelf
1 narrow, 1 deep

**SHP-5**
Back Hanger Panel

**SHP-1**
Side Hanger Panel
2 per pkg.

**SCB-1**
Cardiac Board

**SSB-1**
Sharps Bracket
Container not included

**STR-1**
Trellis System

**STR-5**
Trellis System with hooks

**SHB-1**
Trellis Bar Only, no uprights

**SFT-3**
Adjustable Storage Trays

**SNS-1**
Narrow Single Shelf

**SNT-2**
Narrow Double Shelf

**SHB-1**
Narrow Single Shelf

**SDS-1**
Deep Single Shelf

**SDT-2**
Deep Twin Shelf

**SDX-2**
Double Shelf
1 narrow, 1 deep

**SHP-5**
Back Hanger Panel

**SHP-1**
Side Hanger Panel
2 per pkg.

**Accessories for Select Series Carts**

All of the accessories shown on this page are made to conveniently fit on our new Select Series Carts. They help you do your job more efficiently and help to save time and energy.

**Accessories for Select Series Carts**

All of the accessories shown on this page are made to conveniently fit on our new Select Series Carts. They help you do your job more efficiently and help to save time and energy.
### Popular Accessories

**Fits Select Series Carts**

- **TUH-1** Utility Hooks
- **TIV-1** IV Pole
- **TCD-1** Corner Defib Shelf, swivels 360°
- **SCD-1** for Select Series carts
- **TSN-2** Collapsible Side Shelf 17 1/2"D x 14 1/8"W
- **TCB-1** Cardiac Board with brackets (fits on back of cart)

**Fits Standard Series Carts**

- **TPS-1** Plastic Seals 100 pkg.
- **TOS-15** Outlet Strip, 15' cord
- **TMR-1** Mini Cart Tubular Rail
- **TSR-1** Standard Cart Tubular Rail
- **TCW-1** Cord Wrap
- **TBO-1** Bracket for Outlet Strip
- **TRS-2** Railing

- **TPH-1** Tubular Push Handle
- **TAB-1** Accessory Bar Bracket
- **TTW-3** Twin Push Handles
- **TSU-1** Suction Unit Holder 10"H x 7 3/4"D x 19"W

- **TWC-2** Waste Container, touch top 28 qt.
- **TWC-3** Waste Container, no top 28 qt.
- **TGB-1** Single Glove Box Holder
- **TGB-3** Triple Glove Box Holders

*Requires TAB-1 Accessory Bar Bracket for Standard Series Carts*
Organizing Made Simple

Accessories - Drawer Trays

**TMH-1**  Full Drawer Tray with 8 dividers, 14 ampule holders, 2 rails
21½"W x 15½"D x 2½"H

**TMH-2**  Full Drawer Tray with 6 dividers, 2 rails
21½"W x 15½"D x 2½"H

**TMH-6**  Full Drawer Tray with 6 dividers, 2 rails
For 6", 9" and 12" drawers
21½"W x 15½"D x 5½"H

**TMH-7**  Full Drawer Tray with 18 ampule holders, 7 dividers
21½"W x 15½"D x 2½"H

**TMH-9**  Full Drawer Tray with 33 ampule holders
21½"W x 15½"D x 2½"H

**TMH-10**  Full Drawer Tray with 16 dividers, 3 rails
21½"W x 15½"D x 2½"H

**TMH-11**  Mini Cart Tray with 5 dividers, 2 rails
14"W x 16"D x 2½"H

**TMD-6**  Set of 2 trays with 1 divider per tray
For 6", 9" and 12" drawers
10¾"W x 17"D x 6¾"H

**TMD-9**  Full drawer tray with 2 dividers
For 9" and 12" drawers
21¼"W x 17"D x 7"H

**TMD-10**  Set of 2 trays with 1 divider per tray
For 9" and 12" drawers
11"W x 16"D x 7"H

**TCT-3**  Security Bags for TMH-1,2,7,9

**TCT-5**  Security Bags for TMH-6
(not shown)
Drawer Trays - Customize Your Cart

**TMT-3**  Tray Only for 3" drawer
16½"W x 11"D x 3"H

**TMT-5**  Tray Only for 6" or larger drawer
16½"W x 11"D x 5"H

**TMT-3K**  Kit Includes:
2 TMT-3 trays, 4 TMT-3L long dividers,
8 TMT-3S short dividers

**TMT-5K**  Kit Includes:
2-TMT-5 trays, 2 TMT-5L long dividers,
4 TMT-5S short dividers
(stackable trays)

**Additional dividers for above trays:**

- **TMT-3S** Short Dividers for TMT-3
- **TMT-3L** Long Dividers for TMT-3
- **TMT-5S** Short Dividers for TMT-5
- **TMT-5L** Long Dividers for TMT-5

**TRY-3**  Tray
15¾"W x 6½"D x 2"H

**TRY-1**  Tray
15¾"W x 6½"D x 2"H
Expandable Drawer Trays - Customize Your Cart

**TET-1** Expandable Tray
6”W x 9-15”D x 2”H

**TET-2** Expandable Tray
3½”W x 9-15”D x 2”H

**TET-3** Expandable Tray
12”- 23”W x 18”D x 2½”H
5 Compartments

**TET-4** Expandable Tray
12”- 23”W x 18”D x 2½”H
8 Compartments

**TRY-4** Expandable Tray
13½”- 21½”W x 16”D x 2½”H
8 Compartments

**TET-6** Expandable Tray
3 per pkg
11½”- 16½”W x 8”D x 1½”H, 8 Compartments

**TET-6M** Mini/Mini Tower Expandable Tray
2 per pkg

**TET-7** Two Tier Tray
11”W x 15½”D x 3”H
Fits 2 per drawer, sold individually.
**Drawer Divider Kits**

**TCD-3** Custom Divider Set for 3" high drawers

**TCD-6** Custom Divider Set for 6" high drawers

**TEF-3** 3" Standard Cart Divider Set
- 2 rails, 6 dividers

**TEF-3M** 3" Mini/Mini Tower Cart Divider Set
- 2 rails, 4 dividers

**TEF-6** 6" Standard Cart Divider Set
- 2 rails, 6 dividers

**TEF-6M** 6" Mini/Mini Tower Cart Divider Set
- 2 rails, 4 dividers

**TEF-9** 9" Standard Cart Divider Set
- 2 rails, 6 dividers

**TEF-9M** 9" Mini/Mini Tower Cart Divider Set
- 2 rails, 4 dividers

**TDV-3** 3" High Modular Standard Cart Divider Set

**TDV-3M** 3" High Mini/Mini Tower Divider Set

**TDV-6** 6" High Modular Standard Cart Divider Set

**TDV-6M** 6" High Mini/Mini Tower Divider Set

**TDV-5** Drawer Divider Kit
- Fits 6", 9" and 12" drawers. Spring tension keeps adjustable dividers in place

**Customize Your Own Divider Set**

*Fits Select Series Carts*

*Fits Standard Series Carts*
**TDS-1** Shelf Unit, swivel defib single shelf
14½"x26½"x8½"
Top swivels 360°, adds 12" to the height of cart

**TIN-1** Shelf Unit, twin shelf
14½"x26½"x6½"
Adds 23¼" to the height of cart

**TBS-1** Shelf Unit, single shelf
14½"x26½"x8½"
Adds 12" to the height of cart

**TBS-1M** Shelf Unit for Mini/Mini Tower
14½"x18" (not shown)

**TFT-24** For 24" space carts
**TFT-30** For 30" space carts
3 adjustable trays:
Tray size 18¾"Wx4½"Dx4½"H

**TCL-2** Catheter Holder
28"x8"x4"

**TCL-3** Catheter Holder clear front
28"x4"x4"

**TCS-2** Catheter Holder
19"x8"x4"

**TCS-3** Catheter Holder clear front
19"x4"x4"
Accessories

TTR-5  Trellis System with hooks
TTR-7  Trellis System for mini cart
TTR-9  Trellis System for wide cart

TTR-6  Trellis System
TTR-8  Trellis System w/hooks for mini cart
TTR-10  Trellis System w/hooks for wide cart

TWB-13*  Wire Basket 12”x12”x8”
TBD-12*  Wire Basket 12”x8”x4”
TBD-10*  BP Cuff Basket 6”x6”x4½”
TBD-9*  Utility Wire Basket 7”x7”x3”
TBD-8*  Chart Holder Wire Basket 16”x10”x 3½”
TBD-7*  Wire Basket 20”x10”x3”
TBD-11*  Catheter Wire Basket 22”x4”x4”

TDO-1  Divider Organizer w/lid 7”x7”x3”
Utility Receptacle
TUR-2  1.8 Pt. 4½”W x 5½”D
TUR-3  1.6 Qt. 5½”W x 6½”D
TUR-4  3 Qt. 6¾”W x 7¼”D

*TRequires TAB-1 Accessory Bar Bracket

STB-6
STB-5
STB-4
STB-3
Tilt Bins

Select Series #
Standard Series #

Above require TTR-6 Trellis
**ACCESSORIES**

- **TSB-1** Sharps Bracket
  - Container not included

- **TDI-1** Disposable Cart Cover
  - 50 per roll

- **TDI-2** Disposable Cart Cover
  - 120 per roll

- **CHA-40** Mobile Hamper
  - 38"H x 20½"D x 18½"W
  - Foot operated to open

- **TWS-1** Writing Surface for standard cart

- **TWS-1M** Writing Surface for mini cart

- **TPC-8** Pill Crusher
  - Includes 100 bags

- **TPC-9** Pill Crusher Replacement Bags
  - 100 per pkg.

- **TPC-1** Punch Card Rack

- **TLH-1** Label Holder 3x1
  - 100 pkg.
  - Includes card stock

- **TLH-3** Label Holder 7x2
  - 12 pkg.
A  
**CMA-21** Single Post Mayo Stand  
- Removable stainless steel tray  
- 2 ball bearing, rubber casters  
- Chrome plated poles and base  
- U shaped base  
- Base: 18” x 22”  
- Height range: 31”-50”  

B  
**CMA-22** Double Post Mayo Stand  
- Removable stainless steel tray  
- 2 ball bearing, rubber casters  
- 1” chrome plated poles and base  
- Easy position base  
- Base: 21” x 20”  
- Height range: 34”-54”  

C  
**CMI-25** Mobile Instrument Stand  
- 5-leg design nylon base  
- Removable stainless steel tray  
- Dual wheel casters  
- Chrome plated pole and frame  
- Base diameter: 23”  
- Height range: 31”-50”  

D  
**CBT-170** Over Bed Table  
- Walnut laminated top  
- Chrome plated base  
- Dual wheel nylon casters  
- Single hand spring loaded height adjustment  
- Chrome plated pole and frame  
- Base: 23”  
- Height range: 31”-50”  

E  
**CMI-20** Mobile Instrument Stand  
- 5-leg design aluminum base  
- Removable stainless steel tray  
- Dual wheel soft roll casters  
- Chrome plated pole and frame  
- Base: 23”  
- Height range: 31”-50”
A. **CPS-10** 5-Leg Pneumatic Stool with contour, D-shaped backrest
- Dual wheel casters
- 24" color coordinated nylon base
- Large chrome pneumatic lever
- Depth adjustable backrest
- Seat diameter: 16"
- Height range: 18½"-24"

B. **CPS-20** 5-Leg Pneumatic Stool with contour seat, D-shaped backrest
- Dual wheel casters
- 24" color coordinated nylon base
- Large chrome pneumatic lever
- Comfortable contour seat and backrest
- Seamless upholstered seat and backrest
- Depth adjustable backrest
- Seat diameter: 18"
- Height range: 17½"-23"

C. **CPS-30** 5-Leg Pneumatic Stool
- Dual wheel casters
- 24" color coordinated nylon base
- Large chrome pneumatic lever
- Depth adjustable backrest
- Seat diameter: 16"
- Height range: 18½"-24"

D. **CME-2D** Mobile Equipment Cart with 2 drawers
- Mounted on a stable 5-leg black nylon base
- 2 Euro-style drawers
- Top rimmed on 3 sides
- All laminate cabinet
- Length: 22" Height: 33" Depth: 17"

**TERMS**

**Terms of Sale**
- NET 30 to established accounts
- All prices are in US Dollars.
- Service and Handling charges are not refundable.
- Delinquent accounts will be charged an annual rate of 18%.

**Pricing**
- Quotes are firm for 30 days from date of issue.
- Prices are subject to change without notice, due to price increases that we receive w/o notice from our vendors.
- Assembly is not included in price
- Prices are for each, pair, package, etc., as marked.

**Returned Goods**
- All returned goods require a pre-approved Return Merchandise Authorization Number, to be issued by our Customer Service Department.
- All goods must be returned unused and in resalable condition.
- All goods must be in their original packaging, (with no writing, stickers or markings on the materials or cartons) and, where applicable, with an outer carton used for return shipping, to protect the merchandise.
- All goods must be returned within 30 days of authorization.
- All goods must be returned freight prepaid via traceable means, unless previous authorization is given.
- A 35% inspection, repackaging and re-stocking fee will apply.
- All returned goods are inspected before credit is issued. If we reject the goods upon inspection, in whole or in part, you will be notified.

**Damaged Goods**
- Inspect all packages carefully and note any carton damage (i.e. torn, dented, hole) on delivery receipt or bill of lading prior to signing your name. If there is excessive damage to cart packaging, OPEN and inspect the cart immediately, prior to accepting the cart. If the cart is damaged, REFUSE the cart and notify our Customer Service Department.
- In the case of Concealed Damage, DO NOT DISCARD PACKAGING or move product from receiving area. Call Customer Service immediately.
- You may be asked to take and send pictures of both the damage and packaging, so our company can file a freight claim with the carrier.
Quality Features…
Strength and versatility in every cart.

**Locking Options**
- Key locking
- Mechanical push-button with key override
- Electronic with key override
- Breakaway lock bar

**FREE PLASTIC TOP - EXTRA THICK FOR DURABILITY**

**CUSTOM DRAWER CONFIGURATION AVAILABLE**

**DURABLE POWDER COAT PAINT**

**14 STANDARD COLORS SOLID OR TWO TONE**

**TWIN POLY PUSH HANDLES**

**FULL EXTENSION BALL BEARING DRAWER SLIDE**

**DOUBLE WALL CONSTRUCTION**

**PREMIUM 5" SWIVEL CASTERS - 2 LOCKING, 1 DIRECTIONAL**

**OUTRIGGER STABILIZING FRAME**

**ALL carts are LATEX FREE.**

Available in Steel or E-Z Push Aluminum


Thanks to our young “helpers” for a day: Danny, Ally and Collin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14 STANDARD COLORS Solid or Two Tone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B  Beige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB Slate Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R  Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y  Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR Cranberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG Blue Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG Hunter Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T  Teal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L  Lavender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M  Mauve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFG Sea Foam Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCB Crash Cart Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP Taupe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Big or small, short or tall. . .

For over 20 years our plants have manufactured a full line of premium quality medical carts, workstations, cabinets and accessories.

Now offering more Utility Carts, Custom Cabinets and our Select Premium Cart Line.

SOUTHWEST SOLUTIONS GROUP
business organization systems
www.southwestsolutions.com/healthcare
Toll Free 1-800-803-1083